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SUMMARY
Because solar cells in a production batch are not identical, screening is performed to obtain
similar cells for aggregation into arrays. A common technique for screening is based on a single
operating point of the I-V characteristic of the cell, usually the maximum power point. As a
result, inferior cell matching may occur at the actual operating points. Screening solar cells based
on the entire I-V characteristic win inherently result in more similar cells in the array. An array
consisting of more similar cells is likely to have better overall characteristics and more predictable
performance. This paper deals with solar cell screening methods and een ranking. The concept of a
mean cell is defined as a cell abest" representing all the cells in the production batch. The
screening and ranking of all cells are performed with respect to the mean cell. The comparative
results of different screening methods are illustrated on a batch of 50 silicon cells of the Space
Station Freedom.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the disadvantages of solar cells for electric power generation is that the device is a
low power source. To obtain the desired power level, many solar cells must be connected in series
and parallel combinations. As differences in production between single cells are inevitable,
screening is usually performed to obtain cells with %imilar _ characteristics. A representative or a
_mean _ cell may then be defined that represents all the solar cells in a production batch. The
purpose is to select Cells having characteristics which deviate least from the mean cell. Such an
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arraycomposedof closelysimilarcellsshouldpossessbettercharacteristics,more predictable
performance and better known tolerances.
A common technique for cell screening is based on a single operating point, e.g. the
maximum power point. However, the cells in the array may not match at other operating points.
In addition, the single point measurement may also contain errors thus affecting the screening
results. Therefore, the screening of cells based on the entire LV characteristics is desirable since it
insures the selection of more slrnUar cells for the array. This requires the measurement and storage
of many data points for each produced cell. A method for screening solar ce].]s was introduced in
Ref. I. The purpose of the present article is to further introduce an additional screening method,
and to compare the quality of the screening between this method and the method based on single
operatlng point. The screening is demonstrated on a batch of 50 8- by 8-cm silicon solar cells such
as those used in the preliminary design of the Space Station Freedom.
2. SCREENING METHODS
2.1 Method Based on Curve Fitting
In Ref. 1 we introduced a screening method for solar cells. This method is based on
modeling the solar cell using an equivalent electrical circuit represented by either a single or
double exponential I-V characteristic with five or seven parameters. Curve fitting methods were
used to determine the solar cell equation parameters from the experimental data. It was expected
that _similar _ cells would produce similar parameter sets and that the screening could be based
on comparing the parameter values. This could not be accomplished because unique parameter
values could not be o]_tained as discussed in Ref. 1. The results of the curve fitting procedure for
the cell parameters are listed in Table 1. A model with double exponents and seven parameters
was used for the cell, and its IoV equation is given by:
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where Iph is the photogenerated current, I01 and I02 are reverse saturation currents, n I and n 2 are
ideallty factors, R s is the series resistance and Rsh is the shunt resistance. The 50 solar cells are
denoted by SS01 through SS50. The measured I-V characteristics of all 50 cells at 25 e C are
shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that these cells were already pre_screened (for a desired
current range) at 0.495 V. The dispersion of the measured data is noticeable, but one may argue
that they are obviously _similar _ cens. It should also be noted that the parameter values for each
cell gives a very good fit to the measured data, as discussed in Ref. 1. Nevertheless, Table 1 shows
that the corresponding parameters are different for these _similar _ cells, and screening cells by
comparing parameter values is not warranted. The concept of a "mean cell _ was thus introduced
to represent the entire production batch of cells and to describe the performance of the entire I-V
characteristic. The procedure for determining the mean cell is as follows:
(1) Perform a curve fit for each cell to fred the cell parameters.
• (2) Compute the currents for each cell using its parameters at the same voltage. Repeat at
other voltages covering the entire I-V curve at equal intervals.
(3) Compute the average for all currents (at each particular voltage) thereby generating
new data points for the I-V characteristic of a hypothetical amean cell. I
(4) Perform a fit for the mean cell to obtain the parameter values.
The screening of the solar cells was based on the difference in the area AA under the I-V
characteristic of each cell as compared to the mean cell. When normalized, the AA/A (Ref. 2),
represents the overall deviation, from a performance viewpoint, of each cell from the average
(mean) performance of the production batch. Once a comparison of each cell to the mean cell is
made, it is possible to rank the cells in terms of their similarity to the mean cell, as shown in
Table 2 under the column UReference 1_ for the 50 cells used in the study. To select K cells for an
array, one simply uses the top K cells in the list. Column _Reference 1 _ shows that the most
similar cell to the mean cell is number 33. In computing the area under the I-V curve for all cells
including the mean cell, the model Eq. (1) was used with the corresponding parameter values.
2.2 Methods Based on Measured I-V Points
The method described in Ref. I and summarized in section 2.1 represents a viable
technique for screening of solar ceUs. However, it must be noted that the method resorts to a
curve fitting procedure. The concept of a mean cell and the expression AA/A may be computed
from the measured data points without using the eel1 model Eq. (1), cell parameters and curve
fitting procedures. A mean cell data point (I-V curve) may be generated by computing the
average of the currents for all ceils at particular voltages. Since the I-V measured points are not
usually sampled at identical voltages for nil the ceils, one cannot directly use the I-V measured
data of the cells to produce the mean cell. It is necessary therefore to transform the I-V measured
data to new data having common voltage points. This may be simply accomplished by
interpolating between successive measured points of the ceLls. The mean cell may then be
generated and the AA/A computed for edl the ceils along with their ranking. It should be noted
that the I-V data of the mean ceil include measurement errors of the same category as the ceils in
the batch. On the other hand, it should also be noted that the characteristics of edl the cells,
including the mean ceil, are smooth curves for the screening method based on curve fitting. The
results of screening and ranking of the 50 ceils based on the common voltage points are listed in
Table 2 under the column _Common voltage, s The same screening procedure may be pefforraed
with common current points. The results in this case are somewhat different because of the
interpolation process. The results of screening and ranking of the 50 celh based on common
current points are tisted in Tabh 2 under the cohmn _Common currents."
The values of either common current or common voltage points may be used for
connecting ceils in series or in parallel, respectively, to obtain the I-V characteristic of an array.
2.3 Method Based on a Singh Point
The method for screening cells based on a single measured point assumes a given voltage
for which the corresponding currents of the cells fall in an acceptable range. Using the concept of
a mean cell, one may def'Laesuch a cell by averaging the currents of all the ceUs in the production
bgtch for the given voltage. Denoting the average current by Ira (mean) the screening and ranking
may be performed ba_ed on the criterion of IIi- I_[/I_, where Ij is the current of cell j. The
results of ranking the original pre-screened 50 cells based on 0.405 V are listed in Table 2 under
the column a0.495 Volt s.
3.O CELL RANKING
Table 2 shows that the ranking of the cells is different for the different screening methods.
The degree of difference in the ranking may be calculated by comparing the difference in the
position of the same cell in the column in the table for two compared methods and taking the root
mean square, i.e.,
where y = 1,2,...,N isthe cellnumber, and a(y) and b(y) are the positionof ceily in the
column for methods a and b,respectively.A smallernumber correspondsto a more similar
ranking of the two compared methods. The resultsare summarized inTable 3.The closest
ranking (1.60)isobtained forthe screeningmethod based on the measured I-V points (common
voltage)and the curve fittingmethod column aReference 1._ The number 1.60indicatesthat the
degree ofdifferenceinthe ranking for the two methods is1.60.The largestdifferencein ranking
(14.64)isforthe singlepoint method and the curve fittingmethod. The screeningmethod based
on measured I-V points,forcommon voltageand common current,isthe same; the differenceas
shown in Table 3 comes from measurement errorsand the interpolationprocess.The main
conclusionof the cellranking comparison isthat the method based on the measured I-V points
resultsin similarranking as the curve fittingmethod. Consequently, no fittingmethod isrequired
and hence a lesscomplicated screeningmethod may be used.
4.EFFECTIVENESS OF SCREENING
The purpose ofcellscreeningisto selectcellswith similarcharacteristicsfrom a production
batch fortheiraggregationinto arrays.The effectivenessof the screeningmay be measured by the
differencein the power output of an array made of a given number ofscreened cellsand the power
output of the mean cell of the batch times the same number of cells. The comparison may be
made for a single point, a desired range or for the entire I-V characteristic. The effectiveness of
the cell screening is demonstrated numerically on 9 of the above mentioned 50 cells. In the
example we compare the power output of the 9 most similar cells connected in series, as screened
by the current method, and the power output of 9 randomly selected cells, as screened by the
single point method. We also compare the difference in power output between the array made of
the 9 most similar cells, based on the current screening method, and the power output of the
mean cell multiplied by 9. This comparison, for the entire current range of the
I-V characteristic, indicates the predictable performance tolerance of the solar cells. Figure 2
describes the variation in the percent power error (Pa - 9Pj)/Pa of the above 9 screened cells, as
screened by the current method and by the single point method, where Pa is the array power and
Pj is the power of a single cell. The figure shows that the power error of the cells screened by the
current method, based on the entire I-V characteristic, is smaller than for the single point
screening method. In the vicinity of the maximum power point (marked by Pmax), the power
error is somewhat smaller for the single point screening method. This result is expected since pre-
screening was performed at 0.405 V. The results in Fig. 2 also show that the 9 selected cells for
the array are indeed very similar since the difference in array output power and the power of the
mean cell multiplied by 9 is very small for a large range of the I-V characteristic.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Solar ceilsaxe produced inbatches and cellscreening isusuallyperformed beforearraying.
A common techniquefor screeningisbased on a singleoperating point.At other operating points
the deviation in performance may be considerablylarger.Two additionalscreeningmethods were
discussedin thisarticlewhich use information from the entireI-V characteristic.One method is
based on curve fittingand another isbased on measured I-V points.A mean cellisconveniently
definedrepresentingallthe cellsinthe production batch from an overallperformance viewpoint.
The screeningand ranking of the cellsisperformed with respectto the mean cell,obtaining
subsetsof cellswith similarcharacteristics.These two methods were compared to the singlepoint
method used in practice. The screening of all methods were demonstrated on 50 pre-screened cells.
The proposed methods result in more similar ce]]s for arraying purposes and a more predictable
array performance. The disadvantage of the procedures based on the entire I-V characteristic is
that they require the measuring _d storing of many points. This additional conceptual
complexity should be weighed against the potential ga_in of superior performance from the solar
arrays.
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TABLE 2.--THE RANKING OF SOLAR CELLS BASED ON
DIFFERENT SCREENING METHODS
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TABLE 3.--DIFFERENCE IN RANKING OF THE SCREENING
METHODS
Reference 1
Common voltage
Common current
0.495 V
Reference 1
1.60
3.72
14.64
Common
voltage
Common
current
1.60
3.06
14.12
3.72
3.16
14.20
0.495 Volt
14.64
14.12
14.20
2.5
2.0
E 1.5
1.0
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I
0 .2 .4 .495 .6 .7
Volts
Figure 1.--Measured I-V characteristics of 50 solar cells.
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Figure 2.--Percent power error of an array made of 9 cells
screened by the current method and 9 randomly selected
cells screened by the single point method.
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